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Are you ready for a great ride?
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BIGGS HOG FEATHER PIN RIDE 5/22
Meet at 8am at Starbucks
Let’s ride to support SD HOG's Poker Run
and win another Chapter Challenge!

Director
This month you might have to pace yourself as we have a couple of major events,
and they both fall on the same weekend. On Saturday, May 21 is the May Ride. This
is a big event that benefits our troops and their families. Our dealership and our
chapter support this event, and it’s held right in our parking lot. That gives us a home
field advantage for the chapter challenge. Then later that same day is Harley Night at
the Speedway in Costa Mesa. Watch 500cc, methanol-burning motorcycles with no
brakes scream around a dirt track. On Harley Nights they even have a special heat for
guys who want to take a turn on their own Harleys. It’s a blast. And then the next day,
Sunday, May 22 is San Diego HOG’s annual premier event. These are always fun, and
a great opportunity to spend time with our HOG brothers and sisters from other
chapters. And don’t forget the chapter challenge! You will be able to register for the
May Ride and San Diego HOG’s event at our May chapter meeting. More info is available on our Events
Page.
We all know that our chapter provides us with lots of opportunities to ride and have fun. But there are
other benefits to belonging to our chapter. One of the features of our chapter is our Members Business
Directory. Located in our Members Section, this directory consists of a totally free opportunity for you to
post an advertisement for your business, whether you own the business or just work there. And it’s also
totally free to log on and check it out. It’s kind of like our own little version of the Yellow Pages. If you
need your house painted or your head examined, you can find one of our chapter members who will do it
for you. If you have to spend the money, why not keep it in the chapter? Remember, though, that we just
post what members submit. We can’t vouch for the quality of the services or products you will receive.
See you on the road !

Don A
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APRIL GAR & RIDE TO APPLEBEE’S

Surprises are wonderful
Generosity is defined: a generous act. Generosity is something that this Chapter has demonstrated throughout the years
to the members of this chapter.
It is amazing what a little act of generosity will do and let me tell you that the generosity this chapter has demonstrated
within the last few weeks to help our family has been overwhelming. You don’t know how much it has meant to us to have
help from such an outstanding group of people.
First of all, I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for the ride that was held on April 12th – the ride which ended
at Applebee’s in San Marcos; and to everyone who didn’t participate on that ride, but were willing to donate as well. It just
shows you that many people from different walks of life are willing to help people in need and I just wanted to thank you.
You don’t know how much it means to me and my family.
Second of all, I haven’t been home to enjoy some of the meals that people have prepared for my family, but Debi and Michelle appreciate the meals. They are very helpful in determining something they can make for dinner without trying to
hassle and make it themselves I just wanted to thank everyone who donated their time to make such meals or buy meals.
This chapter is wonderful and I just wanted to thank everyone that has been helping us, it is a blessing.

Tom, Debi and Michelle M

ROAD CAPTAIN
All of us like to achieve milestones. We also inherently like to get
pins. Well how about setting a milestone getting feather pins????
500 feather pins to be exact!
Dale D had his 500th feather pin ride with this chapter on Sunday
April 10th. Dale has been an inspiration. As a Road Guard he was key
to developing our riding culture. He has served as Road Captain and
Director and gave us all an everlasting impression of what leadership
should be. It didn't stop there. After Director he took up Activities and
again proved his value with the multitude of rides and destinations. He
now serves on the Activities Committee where we benefit from his
knowledge and experience. And now he is the first in the chapter to
achieve 500 sanctioned chapter rides.
I also want to recognize Linda D as she is only a handful of rides
away from 500 too. She is the Chapter Mom. She will let you know
when you are naughty and set you straight! She is also instrumental in
activities and behind the scenes for many chapter events.
So come on out to the chapter meeting and join us to congratulate Dale on the big 500! Dale, thank you
for your guidance and wisdom. It all started when as the new Director, you asked the new guy to be
Volunteer Coordinator.
Until the next ride.

Sam B
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VOLUNTEERS
Can you believe another month has gone by? Well, I guess the saying goes that time flies when you are
having fun is true. Congratulations to the V-Pin recipients from last month’s meeting. Thanks to everyone
who volunteered last month for the Chapter Meeting. The dedication (you the members bring) to this chapter
is amazing and shows every time we have an event. I know that more members help out than actually sign
up and I know you would add your name to the list or even email us as we would like to give you volunteer
points for your support and help. I know everyone in the chapter loves pins.
Again thanks for all of your support to the Chapter without you we don’t have a chapter. Also a reminder:
every time you volunteer you receive a point which will go towards a V-Pin award and with every ten points
you receive a V-Pin that is presented at the Chapter Meeting. Also, V-Pin awards carry over to the next year.
Want to volunteer and forgot to sign up just drop us an email at volunteers@biggshog.com and we will get
you on a list.
Again thanks!
Your Volunteer Coordinators,

Tom, Debi & Michelle M

DANA POINT RIDE

LONG DISTANCE
Come out
and spend a
weekend with
us, you’ll never
make better
friends.







Apache Junction, AZ 3/25-28 MEMORY
Zion / Bryce UT

6/3-6

California Coast

7/28-8/1

Kanab UT, North Rim 9/23-26
Santa Maria CA

11/4-7

Hi Folks,
That time again and I’m not sure what to write about this
month. I’ve been writing about the upcoming trips and
explaining what we’ll see, but I can’t do these trips justice.
You know how beautiful the places are that we ride!

saving a Park. When I shared the information that 109+ of
you were going there - they changed their tune pretty fast.
It was too late to make too many arrangements, but 13 of
their members, including their Director, Activities Officer,
and Dealer Sponsor came to our group dinner.
All this because of the reputation our Chapter has
developed; not just for the Long Distance Trips, but the
Road Guard program, as well as your enthusiastic
participation. This is where you good folks come in, you
have attended these trips so well, and had so much fun,
that when we go to another area the people there see
what we do best - ride, have fun, and develop friendships
with those who join us. And because of your actions, that
makes others want to join us. You people are great!!!!
This phenomenon that we experience in our Biggs HOG
Chapter’s Long Distance Program started with the ground
work MrPhil started several years ago. He put together
packets of information for each trip. Those packets are
great, and got our interest and attendance up for these
trips. The packets are so full of information, it’s hard to
find new information to add, and so, as you know, I
recycle his packets with a few added changes that Phil
makes look good.

So I’d like to let you in on some things that happened over
the last several months, things that are a part of the Long
I’m rambling and I’ll try to get to the point. Because of all
Distance Trips and the reputation our Chapter has made.
the photos you post on our web page and Facebook, and
You’ve heard many of the Officers who have had a the Facebook posts of how much fun you have had on
chance to go to POT/HOT (Primary Officer Training / these trips, you don’t realize how many people in the
Harley Owner Training) talk about how well our Chapter Western States see all of that - you’ve created quite a
runs and how they’ve heard of problems other Chapters stir !

have. I’m not saying we don’t have issues come up, but
We had 3 couples from Thunder Mountain HOG visit us
they are small and taken care of quickly and it helps us
last weekend and you welcomed them very well. You
become even stronger in what we strive to do.
should have seen their posts on Facebook while they
Since I have been granted this position, I have been able were here. We’ve had 2 different Thunder Mountain HOG
to attend two POT/HOT’s and promote our Premier Event members sign up for both of our Utah trips. And 1 El Paso
to other Chapters. I have seen and heard first-hand about member signed up, willing and wanting to come all the
problems within other Chapters. While attending these way out here to ride the Coastal Trip with us! I’ve had
functions, I always try to contact the HOG groups from the numerous requests from several other Chapters for
areas we are going to visit; to see if they would be information on signing up for some of the trips. I don’t
interested in joining us and get some ride suggestions think you realize how much you have made our Chapter
and places of interest while we’re in their area. It’s the envy of our HOG community, all because of your
amazing to find out that by the time our trips come participation, hospitality, and the friendship you have
around; some of these Chapters have had several exhibited and extended. I’m very proud to be a part of
changes of Officers in less than a year. This situation something so special, and I thank you for the opportunity!
makes interaction between the groups difficult when so WOW
many folks are new when we go there.
In January I contacted the folks at Superstition HOG in
Apache Junction about our planned trip there in March. I
didn’t hear anything back from them until the Dealer
Liaison contacted us to attend one of their functions for

Article continues on next page

LONG DISTANCE CONTINUED
Okay, our next trip is an Overnighter to Yuma, April 30th, May 1st, but we still have 4
Long Distance Trips this year. As I have said many times, book early as some of the
destinations have cutoff dates that will be firm. Zion and Bryce are next, June 3rd -6th
and this truly is a beautiful trip. The ride out is nothing spectacular but it’s a part of the
experience, however the area we are riding to is just tremendous. Wait until you see
those folks hanging on the granite walls in Zion, and they think we’re crazy riding our
bikes. They even sleep up there in hammocks nailed in the granite!!!!
After Zion and Bryce, probably the most popular trip of the year is next, the California
Coastal Trip July 28th – August 1st. This destination has a cutoff date of July 7th, with 40
rooms blocked and 32 booked already. We are visiting another resort, the Lighthouse
Lodge & Suites, which has a breakfast in the morning and an evening poolside BBQ dinner included in the price of the
room. Make sure you book both hotels, the Lighthouse Lodge and the Days Inn in San Luis Obispo for the trip home.
I’ve gone on enough, look for details on these and the other trips on the Events page and the Members page. Next
month I’ll talk more about the other upcoming trips, but I’m just so proud of you folks and this group I had to let you
know how special you are.
Take care & ride safe

Bill E

HOG MEMBERSHIP:
Find out what's in it for you. But beware: Prolonged exposure
may lead to extended periods of uncontrolled euphoria

APACHE JUNCTION
LONG DISTANCE

FUN

SAFETY JIM’S
DID YOU CHECK YOUR HELMET?

?

April was “Check Your Helmet” month for motorcycle riders:
April is when many motorcyclists begin their riding season in earnest. April was also “Check Your Helmet” month,
and a good time for every rider to ensure they’re properly protected with a few vital inspections.
Fit is Vital:
A helmet must fit properly to be effective, and not all helmets fit the same. A well-fitting helmet should rest one inch
above your eyebrows and shouldn’t roll forward or sideways on your head. To ensure a comfortable fit that doesn’t
squeeze too tightly, wear a helmet for 15 minutes before making a final buying decision.
Keep it Clean:
A clean and well-cared-for helmet will protect better and longer. Use a mild soap to wash the outer shell and
internal liners. Never use solvents or chemicals for cleaning as they can destroy protective coatings.
How do helmets work?
Helmets are normally comprised of four elements; a rigid outer shell, a crushable liner, chin straps or a retaining
system and fit or comfort padding. The rigid outer shell when present adds a load-spreading capability, and
prevents objects from penetrating the helmet. It's kind of like an additional skull. The liner, usually made of EPS
(expanded polystyrene) or similar types of materials absorbs the energy of an impact by crushing. The chinstrap
when properly buckled and adjusted along with the fit padding helps the helmet remain in position during a crash.
Why should you replace your helmet every five years?
The 5 year replacement recommendation is based on a consensus by both the helmet manufacturers and the Snell
Foundation. Glues, resins and other materials used in helmet production can affect liner materials. Hair oils, body
fluids and cosmetics, as well as normal "wear and tear" all contribute to helmet degradation. Petroleum based
products present in cleaners, paints, fuels and other commonly encountered materials may also degrade materials
used in many helmets possibly degrading performance. Additionally, experience indicates there will be a noticeable
improvement in the protective characteristic of helmets over a five-year period due to advances in materials,
designs, production methods and the standards. Thus, the recommendation for five-year helmet replacement is a
judgment call stemming from a prudent safety philosophy.
I dropped my helmet! Do I have to go buy a new one?
Generally the answer is probably not. Helmets are one-use items, but are quite durable otherwise. Frequent
dropping or spiking a helmet on the ground, or other hard surfaces may eventually degrade the helmet's
performance. Similarly if the helmet falls to the ground at highway speeds unoccupied the owner must be aware
that some degradation may have occurred. In general the real damage comes when the helmet contacts an object
with a head inside. It can be difficult to readily determine if a helmet has been damaged, and the protective
capabilities compromised. If you suspect your helmet may be compromised, then replace it. If the helmet has been
involved in an impact while in use, replace it.
A Helmet side note:
Do not hang your helmet from your handlebars and ride through a parking lot. Especially on the right side where the
throttle and front brake lever are located. If you make a quick right turn, the helmet strap can slide down and apply
full front brake pressure. This will immediately lock-up the front brake, causing the front wheel to skid, and you
guessed it, right over to the ground. Trust me. Been There! Done That! Oh, and you will look surprised!

JIM L & JIM W

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY IS NO ACCIDENT

A LITTLE MORE FROM THE SAFETY JIM’S
GOING GRAY - ARE WE COLOR CHALLENGED?
One thing I can say is the more I ride the more gray I see. Well, you all know I am color challenged, but this is different.
When I pull up to red lights I look over at the biker next to me and sure enough he or she is about my age. Not to say
they are old, but I notice more and more gray from within that helmet.
Some stats for you:


In 1997, 19% of motorcyclists killed in the US were ages 40 - 49. Last year the figure rose to 23%
according to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration


For the 50 - 59 age group, the total was 10% in 1997 and 18% last year

In the 59+ category, the figure was 4% in 1997 and 7% in 2006

Of the 144 motorcycle crash victims treated at Palomar Medical Center last year, 66 were older
than 40. So far this year, the hospital has handled more than 250 motorcycle patients and half
of them were older than 40


Countywide, the percentage of injured motorcyclists age 45 and older rose from about 14% in
1996 to nearly 24% last year
Many of us are returning to motorcycle riding after 20+ years of raising kids and career building. Things are much
different on the road now than they were back then. People didn’t talk on cell phones, SUVs had not been invented yet,
and bikes are much bigger now (some weighing in at a hefty 800 lbs). For most of us it’s a social activity. We get
together to ride and enjoy our San Diego County scenery and maybe a lunch or dinner too.
Regardless of why we get back on a motorcycle, many new “baby boomer bikers” (BBB’s) aren’t aware of how
vulnerable they are to serious injuries because they aren't accustomed to handling heftier, more powerful bikes. They
go down to the Harley-Davidson dealer and purchase the dream bike they've always wanted. However, their reaction
and skill levels aren't the same as when they were 20 years old. The difference between a 20 year old and a 60 year
old suffering the same injury - the 20 year old likely will recover more rapidly. For the 60 year old there's a much higher
chance of additional injuries and a much longer period of recovery.
Why am I mentioning all this?? As a part of the Safety Team for Biggs HOG Chapter, Jim L and I firmly believe that
“Own Your Own Safety” is not just a phrase, but a good way to stay safe. Riding our country roads is dangerous
and you have to anticipate what could be coming around the corner or if that car will really stop at the
intersection. You need to anticipate conditions long before you get there.
Attending Biggs Formation 101 is a good way to learn how to ride in a group. Attending an ERC class is a good way to
learn how to ride as an individual. Any additional training you take is certainly to your advantage – regardless of your
age.
Ride Safe!
P.S. See Dave Y’s article on Street Masters in next month’s edition of HOG Express

LADIES OF HARLEY … LOH
We are well on our way to warmer riding weather and a great summer … Waa-hoo!!
A warm Biggs thank you, to all of the riders who came out for the LOH Shake & Dessert Ride to Pepper Tree on
Sunday April 10th. As usual, our shake and banana spilt connoisseurs were not let down. I can’t think of a
better way to end a weekend, then being with my Biggs family – makes the Monday morning blues not quite as
blue!
The entertainment for the April LOH meeting was "Rhythm of the Road", a presentation by Nelson P & Barbara
B, on the art, technique, and fun of riding the back roads. The subtitle "The Real Fun Begins Where the
Freeway Ends” is such a true statement. The presentation included the proper way to negotiate the many types
of curves and turns to maximize safety and reap the rewards of riding the roads that motorcycles were designed
for. Braking, acceleration, lean angles, and lines were included along with real world examples and views of
some of the best motorcycle roads in America. Nelson & Barbara are a couple who practice what they preach
and embody the essence of true adventurers.
Our next LOH Dinner Ride is our very own special take on Cinco de Mayo. We’ve switched it up a bit and have
renamed it as the LOH Siete de Mayo Dinner Ride. For those of you challenged riders, this simply means we’re
celebrating on Saturday May 7th. The ride destination is to the home of chapter members’ Lila & Bryan P in
Oceanside. The menu for this yummy ride is Chicken Enchilada Casserole. Dinner sign-up is closed, effective
4/20/11. All the proceeds are going to Stacey’s Biker Friends…Making Strides Against Breast Cancer.
The June LOH Dinner Ride will be taking us on a ride through North County and ending up at The Teri Café,
which is family owned and operated for over 20 years. Teri Café started in Oceanside in 1987 by Mark & Mary
Shinoda. This authentic Teriyaki and Noodle House brings a unique blend of Japanese dishes with a Hawaiian
style atmosphere. The entrees range from a variety of homemade ramen and authentic buckwheat soba noodles, which are manufactured at their own noodle factory, to the mouthwatering chicken and beef teriyaki
dishes. You can go online and check out their menu at: www.tericafe.com.
Currently in the planning stage: LOH Bon Fire Ride / Drive to the beach. This is scheduled for Saturday, July
16th. Fingers crossed - that my plans go off without a hitch. If so, this is the LOH ride you do not want to miss!
More info to follow. Thank you for the positive feedback on LOH meetings and rides. These meetings and
rides are only a success because of members like you that who support them! Remember, if you have a ride
destination or an idea you’d like to see LOH try – drop me an email at harleyladies@biggshog.com.
A Biggs reminder …
Be sure and check the events page for
changes or updates for all rides and events.
See ya on the road,

Rosann

LOH Dessert Ride

BLD Ride
(Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

A HOG LOVE STORY
Our first date was when I flew to Colorado, where he lived at the
time, and I rode back with him to California on his Ultra. We made
a stop in Vegas at the Las Vegas Bikefest. I had never been to a
bike rally before or around bikers. You could say I was a little
nervous because they were everywhere, but Eric said they were
good people and they look out for each other. He was right and we
had a fun time.
Now fast forward 6 years to September 2010 and while attending
Reno Street Vibrations we got married in Carson City NV ... just us
and his new Harley Ultra.
I have to say we love our Harley family, all the friends we have
made, and the fun trips too.
Pam & Eric M

AND
FUTURE HOG MEMBER
PS We also have a new granddaughter.
Here she is in her Harley best.
Makayla was born 12-7-10

BIGGS HARLEY-DAVIDSON
Greetings from the Parts & Accessories Department! We’ll it’s starting to finally look like spring has sprung! I’m sure I
can speak for everyone saying that it’s about time we’re getting some nice good-old southern California warmth and
sunshine…
This month we’re gearing up for a couple of cool events such as “Hot Rods & Harleys” & The May Ride for the
Troops. So lookout for some in-house sweet deals on cleaning & servicing products to get your bike looking and
running its very best.
If you’re looking to accessorize your bike and would like to try out seats, grips, handlebars, and much more, check out
our new fit shop program! Yes, that’s right … we now have a way to plug and play with a variety of motorcycle parts
and accessories on a real motorcycle! Looking for that perfect fit windshield, seat, or handlebar? Now you can try it
before you buy it!
Ask Lenny, Beau, Craig, or Mike at the counter for details and get the accessories that best fit you & your bike.
See you at the Counter!
Ride Safe, Ride Free!

Johnny
John Pinchera ~ Parts Department
www.biggsh-d.com
BIGGS HARLEY DAVIDSON
1040 Los Vallecitos Blvd. #113
San Marcos, CA 92069

Singing
Cowboy
Ride
(Pioneertown)

MEMBERSHIP
We currently have 349 members!
Our Biggs Chapter is a great family. We have a family to ride, laugh and share so many adventures with. Members who
did not renew their membership by the February meeting were dropped from our roster and e-mail blasts.
But it’s never too late! Renew your National H.O.G. membership, if due. Fill out the membership enrollment form.
Each member must fill out a form. Go to BiggsHOG.com, select the forms page, and print. Enclose your check or cash
for $20. Make your check payable to Biggs H.O.G. and mail to Biggs H.O.G. Renewals P.O. Box 610, San Marcos, CA
92079-0610. PayPal is also available. Once renewed, you will receive your membership card along with your new 2011
computer password for the Member’s section of our website. Only renewed members will receive the new password.
Any questions? Contact me at Membership@BiggsHOG.com

April Chapter Meeting

Renew for the adventure,

Pat L
Welcome to our newest members!

BIGGS HOG FAMILY - MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR OUR PREMIERE EVENT

2nd Annual
Indian
Summer
Poker Run
September
17th
2011

$20 Rider / $15 Passenger
Includes Lunch
Extra Poker Hand $5
“Lunch Only” $6
Event pins for the first 300
***Pre-Register - Save $5***
$15 Rider / $15 Passenger
Pre-Registration form @
www.Biggshog.com

Pre-Registration Ends
September 4, 2011

Please support our advertisers

H.O.G. Member

H.O.G. Member

Advertise

your

business

for only $20 per month &
help

support

H O G

our

Biggs

C h a p t e r .

Your ad in HOG Express
will be seen online by our
members & their family.
HOG Express is printed
and available at Biggs H-D
Dealership in San Marcos.

Behind
Starbucks.
Across from
Carl’s Jr.

Carmen & Jose Guerrero
755 N. Quince #D
Escondido, CA 92025

(760)
740-0600

Affordable Patches Sewn On Your Jacket/Vest
Depending on patch size most are $2 to $4

Check for most
current calendar
www.biggshog.com

HOGTIVITIES

MAY 2011
Mon 2 May HOG Express published (FYI)
Mail your pictures or articles to editor@biggshog.com for
the June newsletter
Mon 2 Activities Committee Meeting (Invitation)
6-8:30 PM Meal & Meeting at Coyote Cafe
Wed 4 Officer’s Meeting (Invitation)
6PM to eat, 7PM meeting at Sal & Ceci's Pantry, Vista
secretary@biggshog.com
Thurs 5 Weekday Ride (Feather Pin)
9AM Biggs H-D
Sat 7 Biggs BAD Ride (Dealer Event)
www.biggsh-d.com
Sat 7 LOH Siete De Mayo Ride (Feather Pin)
4PM Biggs H-D. Ride through the coastal back country.
Reservations closed 4/20 for the home cooked meal
harleyladies@biggshog.com
Sun 8 Mother's Day (FYI)
Sun 8 Mom's Pie Ride (Feather Pin)
11:30AM Biggs H-D. Ride to Mom's Pie Shoppe, Wynola
Fri 13 Chapter Meeting (Chapter Event)
7PM Biggs H-D. Arrive early to socialize. Have you
renewed your chapter Membership?
Sat 14 Formation 101 (Chapter Event)
8:30AM Biggs H-D. Come learn how we ride as a group.
If you haven't been in a while, come refresh your
knowledge. Coffee and donuts. Members receive a
Rider Pin for attending. Contact Safety Officer for
information at safety@biggshog.com
Sat 14 Get Acquainted Ride (Feather Pin)
10:15AM Biggs H-D. After Formation 101, put your
knowledge to work during our most popular ride and then
eat lunch with your HOG family. Destination: someplace
to eat!

Call our 24 Hour
Ride Line
(760) 736736-2920

Wed 18 LOH Meeting (Chapter Event)
6PM to eat, 7PM meeting harleyladies@biggshog.com
Sat 21 9th Annual May Ride (Support)
Sat 21 Harley Night at the Speedway (Feather Pin)
4PM Biggs H-D. Ride up to Costa Mesa Speedway for
Harley Night. Freeway blast
Sun 22 SD HOG Spring into Summer Event Support
Ride (Feather Pin)
8AM Starbucks. Ride down to SD H-D to support SD
HOG's Poker Run and win another Chapter Challenge
Sun 22 Semper Fi Ride (FYI)
www.flyingleathernecks.org
Tues 24 Road Guard Meeting (Invitation)
6PM to eat, 7-9PM meeting at Bobby's
roadcapt@biggshog.com
Fri-Sun 27-29 North Meets South Rally (FYI)
Sat 28 Joshua Tree Ride (Feather Pin)
8AM Starbucks. Ride to Joshua Tree National Park
Sun 29 Gliders and Sliders Ride (Feather Pin)
9AM Starbucks. Ride to Warner Springs Glider Port, then
onto Ritchie's for lunch
Mon 30 Memorial Day (FYI)
Mon 30 Ft Rosecrans Memorial Day Ride (Feather Pin)
7AM Starbucks. Ride to SD Harley Davidson to join up
and ride with SD HOG to Ft. Rosecrans for Memorial Day
Celebration
Tues 31 Activities Committee Meeting (Invitation)
6-8:30PM Meal & Meeting at Coyote Cafe
activities@biggshog.com

Sat 14 Hot Rods N Harleys (Dealer Event)
www.biggsh-d.com
Sun 15 Ride to Mecca (Feather Pin)
8AM Starbucks. Ride to Mecca then on to the Salton Sea
Recreation area for a picnic lunch
Wed 18 Weekday Ride (Feather Pin)
9AM Biggs H-D

Follow these directions for a printable current month
calendar, suitable for your fridge or framing.
Go to our HOG website: www.biggshog.com, click on Events, go to
the top of the page, under the header
Calendar of Events for 2011, see HOG Calendar PDF Click on it. Voila!
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